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CHAPTER 1

Top-down facilitation of visual object recognition:
object-based and context-based contributions
Mark J. Fenske, Elissa Aminoff, Nurit Gronau and Moshe Bar
MGH Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Harvard Medical School, 149 Thirteenth Street, Charlestown, MA 02129,
USA

Abstract: The neural mechanisms subserving visual recognition are traditionally described in terms of
bottom-up analysis, whereby increasingly complex aspects of the visual input are processed along a hierarchical progression of cortical regions. However, the importance of top-down facilitation in successful
recognition has been emphasized in recent models and research ﬁndings. Here we consider evidence for topdown facilitation of recognition that is triggered by early information about an object, as well as by
contextual associations between an object and other objects with which it typically appears. The objectbased mechanism is proposed to trigger top-down facilitation of visual recognition rapidly, using a partially
analyzed version of the input image (i.e., a blurred image) that is projected from early visual areas directly
to the prefrontal cortex (PFC). This coarse representation activates in the PFC information that is backprojected as ‘‘initial guesses’’ to the temporal cortex where it presensitizes the most likely interpretations of
the input object. In addition to this object-based facilitation, a context-based mechanism is proposed to
trigger top-down facilitation through contextual associations between objects in scenes. These contextual
associations activate predictive information about which objects are likely to appear together, and can
inﬂuence the ‘‘initial guesses’’ about an object’s identity. We have shown that contextual associations are
analyzed by a network that includes the parahippocampal cortex and the retrosplenial complex. The
integrated proposal described here is that object- and context-based top-down inﬂuences operate together,
promoting efﬁcient recognition by framing early information about an object within the constraints provided by a lifetime of experience with contextual associations.
Keywords: object recognition; top-down; feedback; orbitofrontal cortex; low spatial frequencies; visual
context; parahippocampal cortex; retrosplenial cortex; visual associations; priming
that they rely on to promote highly efﬁcient visual
recognition through top-down processes. The evidence we review, from studies by our lab and
others, suggests that top-down facilitation of recognition can be achieved through an object-based
mechanism that generates predictions about an
object’s identity through rapidly analyzed, coarse
information. We also review evidence that topdown facilitation of recognition can be achieved
through the predictive information provided by
contextual associations between an object or scene

Successful interaction with the visual world depends on the ability of our brains to recognize
visual objects quickly and accurately, despite inﬁnite variations in the appearance of objects and the
settings in which they are encountered. How does
the visual system deal with all of this information
in such a ﬂuent manner? Here we consider the
cortical mechanisms and the type of information
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and the other objects that are likely to appear
together in a particular setting. In the following
sections, we ﬁrst consider each of these forms of
top-down enhancement of object recognition separately, and then consider how these object- and
context-based mechanisms might operate together
to promote highly efﬁcient visual recognition.

An object-based cortical mechanism for triggering
top-down facilitation
The traditional view regarding visual processing is
that an input image is processed in a bottom-up
cascade of cortical regions that analyze increasingly complex information. This view stems from
the well-deﬁned functional architecture of the visual cortex, which has a clear hierarchical structure.
However, several models propose that both bottom-up and top-down analyses can occur in the
cortex simultaneously (Grossberg, 1980; Kosslyn,
1994; Ullman, 1995; Desimone, 1998; Engel et al.,
2001; Friston, 2003; Lee and Mumford, 2003), and
recent evidence suggests that top-down mechanisms play a signiﬁcant role in visual processing
(e.g., Kosslyn et al., 1993; Humphreys et al., 1997;
Barceló et al., 2000; Hopﬁnger et al., 2000;
Miyashita and Hayashi, 2000; Gilbert et al.,
2001; Pascual-Leone and Walsh, 2001; Mechelli
et al., 2004; Ranganath et al., 2004a). Nevertheless, the way in which such top-down processing is
initiated remains an important outstanding issue.
The crux of the issue concerns the fact that topdown facilitation of perception requires high-level
information to be activated before some low-level
information.
Recently, Bar (2003) proposed a model that speciﬁcally addresses the question of how top-down
facilitation of visual object recognition might be
triggered. The gist of this proposal concerns a cortical (or subcortical) ‘‘short-cut’’ of early information through which a partially analyzed version of
the input image, comprising the low spatial frequency (LSF) components (i.e., a blurred image), is
projected rapidly from early visual areas directly to
the prefrontal cortex (PFC). This coarse representation is subsequently used to activate predictions
about the most likely interpretations of the input

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of a cortical mechanism for triggering top-down facilitation in object recognition (Bar, 2003). A
low spatial frequency (LSF) representation of the input image is
projected rapidly, possibly via the magnocellular dorsal pathway, from early visual cortex to the prefrontal cortex (PFC), in
addition to the systematic and relatively slower propagation of
information along the ventral visual pathway. This coarse representation is sufﬁcient for activating a minimal set of the most
probable interpretations of the input, which are then integrated
with the relatively slower and detailed bottom-up stream of
analysis in object-processing regions of the occipito-temporal
cortex (e.g., fusiform gyrus).

image in the temporal cortex. For example, if an
image of an oval blob on top of a narrow long blob
were extracted from the image initially (Fig. 1),
then object representations sharing this global proﬁle would be activated (e.g., an umbrella, a tree, a
mushroom, a lamp). Combining these top-down
‘‘initial guesses’’ with the systematic bottom-up
analysis could thereby facilitate visual recognition
by substantially limiting the number of object representations that need to be tested.

Orbitofrontal involvement in top-down facilitation
of recognition
The proposal that object recognition might beneﬁt
from a cortical ‘‘short-cut’’ of early, cursory information about the input image implies that there
should be an additional cortical region that shows
recognition-related activity before other objectprocessing regions. The cortical regions most often
associated with visual object recognition are situated in the occipito-temporal cortex (Logothetis
et al., 1996; Tanaka, 1996). Within this region, the
fusiform gyrus and the lateral occipital cortex are
especially crucial for visual recognition in humans
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(Kosslyn et al., 1995; Martin et al., 1996; Bar et al.,
2001; Grill-Spector et al., 2001; Malach et al.,
2002). The PFC has also been shown to be involved in visual recognition (e.g., Bachevalier and
Mishkin, 1986; Wilson et al., 1993; Parker et al.,
1998; Freedman et al., 2001), and recent evidence
suggests that the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) might
be speciﬁcally related to top-down visual processing (Bar et al., 2001, 2006; Bar, 2003). Bar et al.
(2001), for example, used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to compare the cortical
activity elicited by trials in which objects were
successfully recognized with that elicited by the
same pictures under identical conditions when they
were not recognized. As expected, this contrast
showed differential activity in the occipito-temporal regions previously associated with object recognition. However, successful recognition was also
associated with increased activity in a site within
the OFC (Fig. 2). The connection between activity
in the OFC and successful object recognition
makes it a prime candidate for being involved in
top-down facilitation of visual recognition.

related activity should develop in this site before
other object-processing regions of occipito-temporal cortex. To test this prediction, Bar et al. (2006)
used the same object recognition task as Bar et al.
(2001) while obtaining magnetoencephalography
(MEG) recordings, which provide millisecondresolution measurements of cortical activity. As
predicted, the contrast between recognized and
not-recognized trials in this study revealed differential activation in the OFC 50 ms before it developed in the object-processing regions of the
occipito-temporal cortex (Fig. 3). Moreover, a
time-frequency, trial-by-trial covariance analysis
of the MEG data demonstrated strong synchrony
between occipital visual regions and the OFC at a
relatively early stage (beginning at approximately
80 ms after stimulus onset), and a strong synchrony between the OFC and the fusiform gyrus
activity at a relatively later stage (130 ms after
stimulus onset). Taken together, these results provide strong converging support for the proposal
that this frontal region plays a critical role in topdown facilitation of object recognition.

Rapid recognition-related activity in orbitofrontal
cortex

Early orbitofrontal activity is triggered by low
spatial frequencies

If the recognition-related region of the OFC identiﬁed in the Bar et al. (2001) study is critical for
early top-down facilitation, then recognition-

The ﬁnding that early activity in the OFC is related to successful object recognition is consistent
with the model of top-down facilitation proposed
by Bar (2003). This model posits that early activity
in the OFC is related to the direct projection from
early visual areas of an LSF representation of the
input image (Bar, 2003). The projection of this
early and rudimentary information to the OFC
would thereby allow it subsequently to sensitize
the representation of the most likely candidate
objects in the occipito-temporal cortex as ‘‘initial
guesses.’’ The possibility that early OFC activity is
driven by LSF information is supported by physiological ﬁndings that the magnocellular pathway
conveys LSF information (i.e., a blurred image)
early and rapidly (Shapley, 1990; Merigan and
Maunsell, 1993; Bullier and Nowak, 1995; Grabowska and Nowicka, 1996; Leonova et al., 2003),
and by evidence from anatomical studies showing
bidirectional connections between early visual

Fig. 2. A group averaged statistical activation map showing
recognition-related cortical activity (adapted from Bar et al.,
2001) on the left hemisphere (ventral view) of a brain that has
been ‘‘inﬂated’’ to expose both sulci (dark gray) and gyri (light
gray). Successful object recognition produced greater activity
than unsuccessful recognition attempts in inferior regions of
both the occipito-temporal (e.g., fusiform gyrus) and the frontal
(e.g., orbitofrontal cortex) lobes.
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Fig. 3. Cortical dynamics of object recognition. Bar et al. (2006) found that recognition-related activity in the orbitofrontal cortex
(OFC) precedes that in the temporal cortex. Anatomically (MRI) constrained group averaged statistical activation maps were calculated from MEG at three different latencies from stimulus onset. Recognition-related activation (recognized vs. not-recognized)
peaked in the left OFC 130 ms from stimulus onset, 50 ms before it peaked in recognition-related regions in the temporal cortex.

areas and the prefrontal cortex (e.g., humans:
Oenguer and Price, 2000; macaque: Rempel-Clower
and Barbas, 2000) (although information about direct connections between occipital visual areas and
the OFC is still lacking). These ﬁndings suggest that
the neural infrastructure is indeed in place for LSF
information to trigger prefrontal activity subserving
top-down facilitation.
To test the prediction that early recognition-related activity in the OFC should depend
on the availability of LSF information in the image, Bar et al. (in press) used both fMRI and MEG
to compare activity in the OFC elicited by ﬁltered
images of objects (Fig. 4) containing predominantly LSFs or predominantly high spatial
frequencies (HSFs). They found that the same region of the OFC that shows early recognition-related activity (Fig. 3) also shows early differential
activity for LSF vs. HSF images. This differential
activity associated with spatial frequency content
was found to peak around 115 ms from stimulus onset. Moreover, a trial-by-trial covariance
analysis of the MEG data indicated that there
was a clear interaction between the occipital visual
regions and the OFC, and between the OFC
and the fusiform gyrus for LSF images, as suggested by phase synchrony, but no signiﬁcant
synchrony existed between these regions for the
HSF stimuli.

Taken together, the results reviewed in this section provide strong support for the proposal that
visual object recognition beneﬁts from the rapid
analysis and projection of coarse LSF information
of an input image to orbitofrontal regions of prefrontal cortex. Importantly, this object-based
mechanism allows early information about an object to act as the catalyst for top-down enhancement of its own bottom-up cortical processing.

A context-based cortical mechanism for triggering
top-down facilitation
In addition to the top-down beneﬁt provided
by prefrontal analysis of cursory object information, recognition efﬁciency can be increased
through processes that take advantage of naturally occurring regularities in the environment
(Gibson, 1969). A lifetime of visual experience can
thereby guide expectations about which objects are
likely to appear in a given setting to aid subsequent
recognition of those objects through their contextual associations (Biederman, 1972, 1981; Palmer,
1975; Biederman et al., 1982; Bar and Ullman,
1996; Davenport and Potter, 2004). A beach
setting, for example, typically contains objects
such as beach chairs and beach umbrellas. Recognizing a scene with ocean surf breaking on the
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Fig. 4. Examples of the visual stimuli used in the Bar et al. (2006) MEG and fMRI studies. Unﬁltered stimuli (middle) were used as
intact controls for comparison with activity for low ﬁltered (left) and high ﬁltered (right) stimuli.

sand, combined with this prior knowledge about
the scene’s typical content, may act to rapidly
sensitize the representations of these contextually
related objects and facilitate their subsequent recognition. Indeed, several studies have shown that
scenes can be recognized in a ‘‘glance’’ and
that their content is extracted very rapidly (Biederman et al., 1974; Schyns and Oliva, 1994; Oliva
and Torralba, 2001), lending support to the
notion that early analysis of the surrounding
contextual information may facilitate object recognition. Other studies have directly examined
the interaction of scene and object processing,
showing that objects are recognized faster when
located in a typical environment than in an unusual setting. Palmer (1975), for instance, showed
that recognition of brieﬂy presented objects following the presentation of a contextual scene was
signiﬁcantly more accurate when the target object
was contextually consistent with the preceding scene (e.g., kitchen — bread) than when it was
inconsistent (e.g., kitchen — mailbox). In another series of experiments, Biederman et al. (1982)
demonstrated that violating various types of
contextual relations (e.g., relative position or size)
between an object and its environment hinders
subjects’ ability to detect the object. Similar
effects were reported by Davenport and Potter
(2004). Taken together, these ﬁndings suggest that
objects and their settings are processed interactively, supporting the view that contextual information directly facilitates the perceptual processes
involved in visual object recognition (but see Hollingworth and Henderson, 1998, for a different
perspective).

Cortical analysis of contextual information
To understand how cortical analysis of contextual
associations might generally facilitate perception,
and object recognition in particular, it is useful to
ﬁrst consider how the brain analyzes these associations. Bar and Aminoff (2003) recently addressed
this issue in a series of fMRI studies. They identiﬁed those regions of the brain that are sensitive to
contextual information by comparing cortical activity during recognition of individual objects with
strong contextual associations with that for objects
with weak contextual associations. For example,
the association of a toaster with a kitchen setting is
relatively stronger than the association of a camera
with the various contexts in which it tends to occur. Bar and Aminoff found that such objects with
strong contextual associations elicited greater activity than those with weak contextual associations, and did so primarily in the parahippocampal
cortex (PHC) and the retrosplenial complex
(RSC).1 They found similar context-related activation in these regions for each subject and across
several related experiments, showing clearly that
the PHC and the RSC comprise a cortical ‘‘context

1

The cortical region we refer to as the retrosplenial complex
extends beyond the callosal sulcus, which is where recent cytoarchitectonic investigations have shown the retrosplenial cortex
to be almost entirely located (Vogt et al., 2001). The retrosplenial region that is involved in contextual analysis (Bar
and Aminoff, 2003) has a broader extent that is typically centered near the junction of the callosal sulcus, the precuneus, the
caudal-ventral portion of the posterior cingulate gyrus, and the
ventral-medial portion of the subparietal sulcus.
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network’’ that processes contextual associations
during object recognition.
In addition to this newly established role in
processing contextual associations (Bar and Aminoff, 2003), the PHC and RSC have both previously
been shown to mediate the processing of spatial,
place-related information (e.g., Aguirre et al.,
1996, 1998; Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998; Levy
et al., 2001). Indeed, a region within the PHC
typically shows a preferential response to pictures
of scenes and topographical landmarks, and has
therefore been termed the parahippocampal place
area (PPA, Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998). Interestingly, in Bar and Aminoff’s (2003) studies, the
same region of PHC showed robust contextrelated activity for individual objects presented in
isolation (see Fig. 5). How could individual objects
activate a region of the cortex that is typically
sensitive to scenes and landmarks? One possibility
is that the perception of a strongly contextual object (e.g., a bowling pin) indirectly activates the
representation of the place with which it is associated (e.g., a bowling alley). However, it is also
possible that the PHC and RSC process contextual
associations more generally. Thus, while places
and landmarks may often correspond with speciﬁc
sets of associations, context-related activity in the

PHC and RSC might not be restricted to these
highly spatial, place-speciﬁc contexts. This issue
directly concerns the nature of the information
that is processed by the context network.

The nature of the information processed by the
context network
Does context-related activity in the PHC and RSC
reﬂect the processing of contextual associations in
general, or the processing of particular associations with spatial, place-speciﬁc contexts? To distinguish between these alternatives, Bar and
Aminoff (2003) used objects with weak contextual
associations as a baseline and then compared the
relative increase in fMRI activation for objects
with strong contextual associations with spatial,
place-related contexts (e.g., farm) or more abstract
nonspatial contexts (e.g., romance). As before, the
PHC and RSC produced signiﬁcantly greater activity for strongly contextual objects than for
weakly contextual objects. Importantly, robust
context-related activity was found for both types
of contexts (Fig. 6). These results provide strong
support for the hypothesis that the context
network mediates the processing of contextual

Fig. 5. Group averaged statistical activation maps (medial view) showing greater fMRI response in the parahippocampal cortex (PHC)
and the retrosplenial complex (RSC) to individual objects with strong contextual associations (strong context) than to objects with
weak contextual associations (weak context). The black outlines in the PHC show the boundaries of the parahippocampal place area
(PPA), which was deﬁned in a separate set of subjects by comparing cortical activation for indoor and outdoor scenes with that for
objects, faces, and scrambled items (i.e., as in Epstein et al., 2003). Robust context-related activity occurs within the PPA for strong
context vs. weak context individual objects.
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Fig. 6. Group averaged statistical activation maps (left hemisphere, medial view) showing greater fMRI response for objects strongly associated with spatial and nonspatial contexts
than for objects with weak contextual associations. Bar graphs
show the results of a region of interest analysis for the PHC.
The magnitude of fMRI signal change was largest for spatial
context objects in posterior PHC and for nonspatial context
objects in anterior PHC.

associations in general, and that the representation
of contextual associations in these regions is not
conﬁned to spatial, place-related contexts. Finding
robust activation for objects from nonspatial contexts clearly shows that context-related activity in
the PHC in response to individual objects is not
merely a reﬂection of the indirect activation of the
speciﬁc places with which they are associated.
Bar and Aminoff’s (2003) comparison of cortical activity elicited by objects associated with spatial vs. nonspatial contexts revealed an interesting
characteristic of the functional organization of the
PHC. That is, the activity elicited by objects associated with nonspatial contexts was found to be
conﬁned to the anterior half of the PHC, while
activity elicited by the objects associated with spatial contexts extended into the posterior half of the
PHC (Fig. 6). This pattern of activation suggests
that the representation of contextual associations

in the PHC is organized along a hierarchy of increasing spatial speciﬁcity for more posterior representations. Additional evidence for this type of
hierarchical organization has since been found in
subsequent studies showing similar differences in
the sensitivity of posterior and anterior regions of
the medial temporal lobe to spatial information
(Düzel et al., 2003; Jackson and Schacter, 2004;
Pihlajamaki et al., 2004). This characteristic pattern of cortical activity during contextual analysis
indicates that the nature of the information processed by the context network involves both spatial
and nonspatial associations.
The involvement of spatial information in contextual representations might go beyond mere associations, and extend to representing the typical
spatial relations between objects sharing the same
context. A trafﬁc light, for example, is usually located relatively high above a street and is typically
ﬁxed to a standard that rises from the corner of a
sidewalk, with crosswalk markings and pedestrians
below it, and cars driving underneath or stopped in
front of it. Are these spatial relations represented in
the associations for spatial contexts? The results of
several behavioral studies indicate that this type of
spatial information can indeed be associated with
an object’s representation and thereby impact its
recognition (Biederman, 1972, 1981; Palmer, 1975;
Biederman et al., 1982; Bar and Ullman, 1996). Bar
and Ullman (1996), for example, demonstrated
that spatial contextual information is important
when identifying an otherwise ambiguous object.
Thus, a squiggly line that cannot be identiﬁed in
isolation can readily be identiﬁed as a pair of eyeglasses when presented in the appropriate spatial
conﬁguration with a hat (Fig. 7). These results
support the hypothesis that spatial relations between objects are part of contextual representations that bind information about typical members
of a context as well as the typical spatial relations
between them, termed context frames.
Disentangling the processing and representation
of spatial and nonspatial contextual associations is
complicated by the fact that real-world objects are
encountered in speciﬁc places and spatial locations, even those that are otherwise most strongly
associated with nonspatial contexts. For example,
while a heart-shaped box of chocolates might be
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Fig. 7. Example of the importance of spatial context in object
recognition. An ambiguous line (A) cannot be interpreted unequivocally in isolation, but (B) is readily identiﬁed as a pair of
eyeglasses when shown in the appropriate location below a
drawing of a hat.

most strongly related to the context of romance,
people may also associate it with the store where it
was sold or the room where the chocolates were
eaten. Nevertheless, if the PHC is sensitive to both
spatial and nonspatial associations through visual
experience, such sensitivity should also develop in
highly controlled situations using novel, unfamiliar contextual associations.
This type of experimental approach can maximize
control over spatial and nonspatial contextual associations, and will be important for further examining the nature of the contextual information that
is processed and represented in the PHC (Aminoff
et al., submitted). For example, contextual associations could be formed through an extensive training phase in which subjects are repeatedly exposed
to stimuli from each of three different conditions:
spatial, nonspatial, and nonassociative (Fig. 8A).
Under the spatial condition, individual groups
of three shapes would be shown together in a consistent spatial conﬁguration and with each shape
always appearing in the same display location. Individual groups of three shapes would also be
shown together under the nonspatial condition, but
in a random spatial conﬁguration on each trial.
Finally, under a nonassociative condition, single
shapes would be presented individually in a randomly determined location on each trial. These individual shapes would therefore not be associated
with any other shape, nor any particular location.
Consequently, these individual shapes could serve
as control stimuli, analogous to the weak contextual
objects used in the previous experiments.
After such a training session, fMRI could be
used to detect differences in cortical activity for the
contextual shapes relative to that for the individual, nonassociative shapes. To do this, a single

Fig. 8. Isolating spatial and nonspatial components in the formation of contextual associations. (A) During training, groups
of three colored abstract shapes (examples shown in grayscale)
are repeatedly presented together in the same speciﬁc spatial
locations (spatial) or in random locations (nonspatial). A nonassociative control condition (individual) is formed by presenting single objects in random locations. (B) fMRI trials involve
individual presentations of a single shape from each trainingsession display, regardless of condition.

shape from the previous training session could be
presented during each trial in the scanner. Thus,
the only difference for these individual shapes
from the different conditions during scanning
would be the prior experience the subject had with
each shape (see Fig. 8B). In line with our previous
results, we would expect the results of such a study
to reveal a robust fMRI response in both the PHC
and the RSC when subjects viewed shapes with
newly formed contextual associations (spatial and
nonspatial) relative to that for the nonassociative
control stimuli. Importantly, the same anteriorto-posterior progression in spatial speciﬁcity in
context-related activity of the PHC would be evident if the magnitude of the fMRI response were
greatest in the posterior portion of the PHC for
shapes from the spatial condition, and greatest in
the anterior portion of the PHC for shapes from the
nonspatial condition. Finding a similar anterior-toposterior progression of activity in the PHC for
nonspatial and spatial associations using otherwise
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novel abstract stimuli would provide converging
evidence that the representation of contextual information in the PHC is organized along a hierarchy of spatial speciﬁcity.
The general conclusion drawn from the results
of the experiments reviewed in this section is that
the PHC and RSC together mediate the processing
of contextual associations, and that the nature of
these associations involve both spatial and nonspatial information. Characterizing the role of
these regions in associative processing provides a
critical foundation for exploring the cognitive and
neural mechanisms underlying contextual facilitation of object recognition. The evidence that the
PHC and RSC mediate associative processing also
provides a framework for bridging previous ﬁndings about the function of the PHC and RSC.
Speciﬁcally, in addition to contextual analysis, the
PHC and RSC have both been implicated in the
processing of spatial or navigational information
(Aguirre et al., 1998; Epstein and Kanwisher,
1998; Maguire, 2001), as well as in episodic memory (Valenstein et al., 1987; Brewer et al., 1998;
Wagner et al., 1998; Davachi et al., 2003; Morcom
et al., 2003; Wheeler and Buckner, 2003; Kirwan
and Stark, 2004; Ranganath et al., 2004b). Thus,
at ﬁrst glance it would seem that the same cortical
regions have been assigned several different and
seemingly unrelated functions. This potential conﬂict is resolved, however, when one considers that
all of these processes rely on associations as their
building blocks. Place-related and navigational
processing requires analysis of the associations
between the objects and landmarks appearing in a
speciﬁc place, as well as the spatial relations
among them. Episodic memories also rely on familiar associations. For example, an episodic
memory of last night’s dinner is a conjunction of
associated constituents (e.g., the location, the company, the food, the dishes, etc.). Thus, describing
the key role of the PHC and RSC in terms of associative processing, rather than limiting this role
to spatial or episodic information, provides a common foundation from which various functions can
be derived. As we discuss below, the ability of
these regions to rapidly process such associations
is critical for triggering top-down contextual facilitation of visual object recognition.

Contextual facilitation of object recognition
In the preceding sections we have considered evidence that object recognition can be facilitated in
the presence of contextually related information.
We have also described the cortical network that is
speciﬁcally involved in analyzing contextual associations. But how does the processing of contextual
associations lead to facilitated visual recognition? We propose that the contextual associations analyzed during the recognition of an object
or scene are represented and activated in a corresponding ‘‘context frame’’ in the PHC. Context
frames can be considered to be contextual representations (or schema) that include information
about the objects that typically appear within that
context (see also Bar and Ullman, 1996; Bar, 2004).
The precise nature of the information represented
in context frames is still being explored, but the
results reviewed above suggest that it includes both
spatial and nonspatial aspects of contextual relations. In this way, the PHC might serve as a
switchboard of associations between items that are
represented in detail elsewhere (Bar, 2004). The
speciﬁc associations mediated by an activated context frame might act to sensitize, or prime, representations of other contextually related objects
(Fig. 9). Spreading activation of contextually related object representations might thereby help to
facilitate subsequent recognition of such objects as
a function of their contextual associations. Interestingly, while the functional role of such efﬁcient
representation of contextual associations is hypothesized to beneﬁt perception, evidence from
visual false memory studies suggests that certain
memory distortions can arise as a byproduct of
activating these associations. For example, when
tested for their memory of a previously shown picture, subjects in these studies often ‘‘remember’’
having seen objects that are contextually related to
the picture but that were not actually in the picture
(Miller and Gazzaniga, 1998).
Bar and Aminoff’s (2003) studies showed that
robust context-related activity can be elicited by a
single key object from a particular context. This
ﬁnding suggests that recognizing a single object
might be sufﬁcient to activate a corresponding
context frame, prime the associated representations
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Fig. 9. A model of how contextual associations in the PHC might activate visual representations of contextually related objects in
inferior temporal cortex to facilitate object recognition (adapted from Bar, 2004). Individual objects (e.g., a straw hat) can be
associated with multiple context frames (e.g., a beach, a store, a closet). The experience-based set of associations represented in a
speciﬁc context frame is activated as soon as the context has been established through recognition of a strongly contextual object (e.g.,
a palm tree) or through other contextual cues from the scene.

and thereby facilitate recognition of the other contextually related objects. The hypothesis that initial
recognition of even a single strongly contextual
object can facilitate subsequent recognition of a
different, but contextually related, object was tested
directly by Fenske et al. (submitted). While their
study focused primarily on the neural substrates of
contextual facilitation, it is interesting to note that
no prior study had addressed even the behavioral
characteristics of this type of object-to-object contextual priming using foveal presentations (cf.,
Henderson et al., 1987; Henderson, 1992).
Fenske et al. (submitted) presented individual
objects with strong contextual associations within
a visual priming paradigm, and asked subjects to
make a simple size judgment about each object.
Recognition improvement due to contextual priming effects was assessed by comparing response
times (RTs) and the corresponding change in
fMRI signal for objects that were immediately
preceded by a contextually related object relative
to that for objects from a new unprimed context

(Fig. 10). The important result of this study was
robust contextual facilitation of recognitionrelated RTs and corresponding fMRI response reductions in both context- and object-processing
regions. Cortical response reductions were found
in bilateral PHC and in the left anterior fusiform,
lateral occipito-temporal, and inferior frontal cortices. At the behavioral level, these ﬁndings replicate previous studies showing more efﬁcient and
rapid recognition of contextually related, than unrelated, items. At a neural level, the novel and important ﬁnding of the Fenske et al. study was the
robust cortical response reduction obtained in the
context network and object-processing regions.
Such cortical response reductions are important,
as traditional priming studies have shown them to
be a hallmark of enhanced recognition following
prior exposure to the same, or a related, stimulus
(Schacter and Buckner, 1998; Koutstaal et al.,
2001; Vuilleumier et al., 2002; Henson, 2003;
Simons et al., 2003; Lustig and Buckner, 2004;
Maccotta and Buckner, 2004; Zago et al., 2005).
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Fig. 10. Contextual facilitation of object recognition. Objects preceding repeated-context target items were always contextually related;
objects preceding new-context items were never contextually related. After each picture presentation, participants were required to
respond ‘‘bigger than a shoebox,’’ or ‘‘smaller than a shoebox,’’ by a key-press. Contextual priming was reﬂected by faster response
times (RT) and reduced cortical fMRI response for repeated-context objects than for new-context objects. Contextual priming related
fMRI response reductions occurred in the parahippocampal component of the context network, and in object-related regions of
occipito-temporal and inferior frontal cortices.

Finding a response reduction in a primary component of the context network (i.e., PHC) supports
the hypothesis that context-related facilitation of
object recognition results from an enhanced
processing of an object’s contextual associations.
Likewise, the response reduction seen in the left
anterior fusiform gyrus implies that encountering
a strongly contextual object activates representations of other contextually related objects (such as
the contextually related targets), while the response reduction in the lateral occipital cortex, an
area implicated in the processing of perceptual
features, reﬂects activation of speciﬁc perceptual
representations associated with these target objects. Finally, the response reduction in left inferior
frontal cortex presumably reﬂects sensitization of
semantic associations between context-related objects. The selective contextual priming effects
found in these speciﬁc regions therefore provide
important insight into the types of representations
involved in the contextual facilitation of visual
recognition. Importantly, these results suggest that
there are many different types of information that
are connected by the proposed context frames

stored in the PHC, but that the various types of
representations (perceptual, conceptual, etc.) are
stored elsewhere.
The results of the Fenske et al. (submitted) study
provide support for our proposal that contextual
analysis during initial recognition of a highly contextual object serves to activate a corresponding
context frame and, through the inherent associative connections, sensitizes the representations of
other contextually related objects. Recognition is
therefore enhanced when these objects whose representations have been primed in this manner are
subsequently encountered. However, objects rarely
appear in isolation, so it makes sense that context
frames might also be activated by the information
contained in a scene image, per se. Indeed, just as a
coarse, LSF representation of an input image is
often sufﬁcient for rapid object recognition, the
LSF content in a scene image might also be sufﬁcient for deriving a reliable guess about the context
frame that needs to be activated. The work of
Schyns, Oliva, and Torralba (Schyns and Oliva,
1994; Oliva and Torralba, 2001) supports the proposal that LSF information from a typical scene is
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sufﬁcient for a successful categorization of its context (e.g., a street, a beach), and the statistics of
these images can help produce expectations about
what and where is likely to appear in the scene.
This work converges with psychophysical and
computational evidence that LSFs are extracted
from scene images earlier than HSFs (Palmer,
1975; Metzger and Antes, 1983; Bar, 2003). The
proposal that emerges from this is that contextual
facilitation of object recognition, just like objectbased top-down facilitation, can be triggered rapidly on the basis of early cursory analysis of an
input scene or object image.
While the results of the Fenske et al. (submitted)
study clearly show that recognition of a strongly
contextual object can facilitate the subsequent recognition of other contextually related objects, and
that this contextual priming effect is associated
with changes in activity in the PHC component of
the context network, this study does not address
the relative top-down inﬂuence of different types
of contextual associations (e.g., spatial vs. nonspatial) on subsequent recognition. Nevertheless,
the ﬁnding that contextual facilitation of object
recognition is also associated with cortical response reductions in cortical regions associated
with different aspects of object processing (e.g.,
perceptual, semantic, etc.) suggests that contextual
facilitation may indeed be mediated through various types of object-related representations. To
maximize contextual facilitation, the context
frames that maintain the corresponding associations must therefore accommodate various types
of representations. How are context frames organized for this to be achieved? We consider this
question in the following section.

Contextual facilitation and the representation of
spatial and nonspatial associations
The context network is proposed to mediate the
processing and representation of various types of
contextual associations through context frames.
The nature of these context frames and how they
represent different types of associations remains
an open and exciting area for future research. Bar
and Ullman (1996) suggested that contextual

frames contain information about not only the
identity of objects that tend to co-occur in scenes
but also their typical spatial relations. Indeed, our
experiments have repeatedly shown that the PHC
component of the context network is involved in
the analysis of both spatial and nonspatial associations during recognition of individual objects
(e.g., Bar and Aminoff, 2003). In addition, there is
clear behavioral evidence that spatial contextual
information can facilitate object recognition.
Several studies have shown that objects are recognized more efﬁciently and accurately when located
in contextually consistent (expected) locations
than in contextually inconsistent (unexpected) locations (Biederman, 1972; Mandler and Johnson,
1976; Hock et al., 1978; Biederman, 1981; Biederman et al., 1982; Cave and Kosslyn, 1993; Bar and
Ullman, 1996; Chun and Jiang, 2003). For instance, when viewing a scene of an ofﬁce, a table
lamp would typically be recognized faster when
appearing on top of a desk than when appearing
beneath it, suggesting that prior knowledge about
the spatial constraints of objects in scenes contributes to object recognition.
However, it remains unclear whether nonspatial
(e.g., semantic) information about the speciﬁc
identities of objects in scenes is indeed integrated,
as Bar and Ullman (1996) have suggested, with
knowledge about the spatial relations between
these objects. In other words, does context-based
top-down facilitation of object recognition rely on
spatial and nonspatial associations that are linked
within uniﬁed context frames or that are represented independently? This question is critical for
understanding the nature of contextual representation and the mechanisms through which associative information inﬂuences visual perception.
Consider that while spatial analysis is an inherent
part of visual processing and the interpretation of
real-life scenes, it may nevertheless rely on different forms of cortical representation than those involved in the analysis of the nonspatial content of
these scenes. That is, nonspatial and spatial context effects may in fact be mediated by separate,
independent mechanisms. Thus, when viewing a
desk in an ofﬁce, a nonspatial context frame may
generate predictions regarding the semantic information in the scene (e.g., the likelihood of certain
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objects to appear with the desk), sensitizing the
representation of a ‘‘lamp’’ regardless of its spatial
position relative to the desk. At the same time, an
independent spatial context frame might constrain
the spatial relations between these objects, enhancing the representation of the lamp’s location,
regardless of any particular object identity (i.e.,
based on the knowledge that objects are typically
positioned on top of desks and not beneath them).
An alternate view is that context frames contain
uniﬁed representations for both nonspatial and
spatial contextual information. Thus, when viewing a desk in an ofﬁce, the representation of a desk
lamp would necessarily include information about
its expected location on top of the desk because of
the strong connections between this type of spatial
and nonspatial knowledge within the contextual
schema of an ‘‘ofﬁce.’’ According to this view, the
contextual representation of a particular type of
scene is maintained as a single unit (i.e., a single
context frame). Any violation of the spatial relations between objects in the scene should also impact analysis of the nonspatial associations
between these objects (e.g., their expected identities) and the interpretation of the scene as a whole.
Thus, seeing a desk lamp under a desk would not
only violate expectations regarding the most probable location of objects in general (as objects typically appear on top of desks), but also violate
expectations regarding the speciﬁc identity or role
of the lamp (as desk lamps appear, by deﬁnition,
on desks). In other words, in a uniﬁed context
frame, both spatial and nonspatial knowledge
jointly contribute to visual comprehension, and
thus any spatial inconsistencies between objects
may affect the interpretation of these objects’
identity, or meaning, altogether.
The hypothesis that nonspatial and spatial contextual associations are represented independently
is supported by evidence that an object’s identity is
typically analyzed through a ventral anatomical
route including inferior occipito-temporal cortex,
while its spatial location is typically analyzed
through more dorsal fronto-parietal brain regions
(Goodale and Milner, 1992). The existence of distinct neural systems for analysis of object’s identity
and spatial location raises the possibility that
different cognitive mechanisms underlie facilitation

of object recognition through nonspatial and spatial contextual associations. Indeed, one interpretation of the results of Fenske et al. (submitted)
study is that the recognition of contextually related
objects is facilitated by a priming mechanism that
sensitizes the nonspatial representations of objects
that are strongly associated with a contextual cue.
In contrast, the results of studies investigating spatial contextual facilitation suggest that recognition
of ‘‘properly’’ positioned objects is facilitated by a
spatial attention mechanism that enhances the
processing of information at a speciﬁc location
(Hollingworth and Henderson, 1998; Chun and
Jiang, 2003; Gordon, 2004). Prior experience with a
speciﬁc scene or ﬁxed spatial conﬁguration, for example, can guide spatial attention to the location
that is most likely to contain a target of interest,
thereby facilitating visual search and target recognition within that scene or conﬁguration (Chun
and Jiang, 2003).
The two views presented here concerning the
underlying structure of context frames and the
representation of spatial and nonspatial contextual
associations (i.e., uniﬁed vs. independent representations) should not necessarily be considered to be
mutually exclusive. Indeed, contextual facilitation
of object recognition might ultimately be found to
involve the top-down inﬂuence of both independent and uniﬁed representations of spatial and nonspatial contextual associations. Investigating this
possibility will require a study that examines the
effects of both nonspatial and spatial contextual
factors on subsequent object recognition. To determine whether the two types of associative
knowledge operate within separate contextual representations, one needs to test whether they can
inﬂuence perception simultaneously without interacting. Thus, most importantly, an orthogonal design is required in which the two factors are
manipulated independently, such that the unique
effect of each factor, as well as their joint (interactive) effects on object recognition, can be directly
assessed (cf., Sternberg, 2001). To the extent that
the two types of associative knowledge are linked
within a combined context frame, we would anticipate an interaction in reaction times to target objects. Speciﬁcally, one might expect the beneﬁt of
identifying an object in a contextually consistent
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location relative to a contextually inconsistent location to be signiﬁcantly greater for objects whose
identities have been contextually primed than for
contextually unprimed objects, suggesting a uniﬁed
representation for both nonspatial and spatial factors. In this situation, a similar interaction might
also be expected for corresponding cortical activity
in brain regions associated with contextual processing (i.e., the PHC and/or RSC) and in object-related processing areas (e.g., fusiform gyrus), with
the largest differential cortical activation when the
target is consistent with both spatial and nonspatial
contextual information. If, however, nonspatial
and spatial contextual representations operate independently, their contribution to response latencies, as well as to brain activation, will be
additive. In addition, a possible anatomical distinction within the contextual network may be
found between the two types of representations (as
found previously with spatial and nonspatial associations, Bar and Aminoff, 2003). With such an
outcome, one could conclude that the two types of
information reside in separate representational
‘‘stores,’’ suggesting dissociable inﬂuences in context-based top-down facilitation of object recognition. Finally, because spatial and nonspatial
contextual associations may involve the top-down
inﬂuence of both independent and uniﬁed representations of spatial and nonspatial contextual associations, it is also possible that the effects of these
representations will be additive in context- and object-related regions, but will interact at higher-level
brain regions associated with postrecognition processes. Future research is needed to address these
issues, and further increase our understanding of
the nature of contextual representations and their
effect on visual object recognition.

Integrated object- and context-based top-down
facilitation of recognition
In this overview, we have described how top-down
facilitation of recognition can be achieved either
(1) through an object-based mechanism that generates ‘‘initial guesses’’ about an object’s identity
using rapidly analyzed coarse information about
the input image or (2) through the predictive

information provided by contextual associations
between an object or a scene and the other objects
that are likely to appear together in a particular
setting. However, it is clear that objects do not
appear in isolation, and that both object-based
and context-related information is typically available to the visual system during recognition. It
therefore makes sense that an optimized system
might take advantage of both forms of top-down
facilitation to maximize the efﬁciency of recognition processes. How is this achieved? In this section, we consider how both object-based and
context-based inﬂuences might operate together
to facilitate object recognition.
Central to this discussion is the observation that
recognition of an object can be enhanced through
neural mechanisms that sensitize the cortical representations of the most likely candidate interpretations of that particular object before information
processed through the bottom-up stream has sufﬁciently accumulated. We propose two key mechanisms through which this ‘‘sensitization’’ is achieved.
As reviewed in the ﬁrst part of this paper, an objectbased mechanism is proposed to capitalize on a
rapidly derived LSF representation of the object itself to generate ‘‘initial guesses’’ about its identity.
The back-projection of these candidate interpretations to object-processing regions thereby sensitizes
the corresponding cortical representations in advance of the bottom-up information that continues
to activate the correct representation. The contextbased mechanism, reviewed in the second part of
this chapter, is proposed to sensitize the representations of contextually related objects whose associations are activated through context frames stored in
the PHC (see Fig. 9). Importantly, we propose that
context frames can be activated following prior recognition of strongly contextual object (as in Fenske
et al., submitted), or through early, coarse information about a scene or an object. This includes the
possibility that contextual analysis begin promptly,
even before a scene or an object is fully recognized.
Considered together, the mechanisms for top-down
facilitation of object recognition that we describe
include one that is based on information from the
‘‘to-be-recognized’’ object itself and the other based
on information about the context in which the
object appears. Given the intricate links between
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objects and the settings in which they appear, these
mechanisms typically should not be expected to operate in isolation. Indeed, provided that sufﬁcient
information is available for activating the appropriate context frame, and that an LSF image of a single
target object is sufﬁcient for limiting its possible interpretations, the intersection of these two sources of
information would result in a unique, accurate identiﬁcation (Bar, 2004). An exciting direction for future research will be to assess how information
about additional objects or the scene in which a
target object appears may be processed in parallel to
increase the opportunities for such valuable intersections of object- and context-based information.
The interactive nature of the two sources of topdown facilitation of object recognition that we
have described emerges when the input to either

the object- or context-based mechanism is ambiguous. For example, when the coarse object-related
input to the prefrontal cortex is ambiguous (e.g., a
blurred image of an umbrella also resembles a
mushroom, lamp, and parasol), the beneﬁt of having activated the appropriate context frame will be
relatively greater than if the LSF proﬁle of an object is completely diagnostic of the object’s identity
(e.g., a blurred image of a giraffe only resembles a
giraffe). In addition, if ambiguous information is
projected to the PHC, then this can result in the
activation of multiple context frames. From this
possibility emerges a rather counterintuitive prediction of our model. Consider, for instance, that a
picture of a gun, when projected rapidly in a
blurred (i.e., LSF) form to the PHC, may be interpreted also as a drill and a hairdryer (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11. In the proposed interactive model of object- and context-based top-down down facilitation, ‘‘initial guesses’’ about an object’s
identity are rapidly generated from cursory analysis of its LSF information. These ‘‘initial guesses’’ are processed by the context
network to help determine the possible context, and thereby facilitate the recognition of other objects that may also be present.
Contextual information helps to further constrain the ‘‘initial guesses’’ about an object’s identity, just as early object-based information
helps to determine which context frames should be activated. This interactive model accounts for the otherwise counterintuitive ﬁnding
that a brief presentation of a gun can facilitate the subsequent recognition of a hairbrush (Fenske and Bar, submitted), despite the lack
of any other perceptual, semantic, or contextual relation between these items.
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These three objects are associated with three
different context frames, and will subsequently
trigger the activation of three sets of objects. Consequently, a gun will not only prime the recognition of a police car (i.e., contextual priming), but
also the recognition of a hairbrush (i.e., a member
of the context frame activated by the hairdryer).
Importantly, because there is a complete lack of
any other perceptual, semantic, or contextual relation between a gun and a hairbrush, ﬁnding signiﬁcant priming for this condition is best explained
through the interactive model of top-down facilitation that we propose. Indeed, we found signiﬁcant priming for this condition (Fenske and Bar,
submitted), and found further that this form of
indirect priming existed for relatively short prime
exposures (120 ms) but not for longer prime exposures (2400 ms). This ﬁnding underscores the interactive nature of the object- and context-based
mechanisms we have described, and supports our
notion that the arrival of additional information
leaves active only the most relevant ‘‘initial guess’’
about an object’s identity and only the most relevant context frame.
In conclusion, the models and research ﬁndings reviewed here emphasize the importance of
top-down facilitation in visual object recognition.
Building on the previous work (Bar, 2003), we
have examined evidence for an object-based
mechanism that rapidly triggers top-down facilitation of visual recognition using a partially analyzed version of the input image (i.e., a blurred
image) that generates reliable ‘‘initial guesses’’
about the object’s identity in the OFC. Importantly, we have also shown that this form of topdown facilitation does not operate in isolation.
Work from our lab indicates that contextual associations between objects and scenes are analyzed
by a network including the PHC and the RSC, and
that the predictive information provided by these
associations can also constrain the ‘‘initial
guesses’’ about an objects’ identity. We propose
that these mechanisms operate together to promote efﬁcient recognition by framing early information about an object within the constraints
provided by a lifetime of experience with contextual associations.
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